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I. LISTENING

TEST 1
Task 1 

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. What is today’s special at the restaurant? 

 A    B    C   

2. What would the customer probably drink?

 A     B     C   

3. How much does the food cost? 

 A   B    C  

4. What is the guest enquiring about?  

 A  the free things in the hotel    B  restroom    C  swimming pool 

5. Has the guest used up all the trinkets in his room?

 A  yes       B  no     C  not all 

6. How do the hotel staff react?

 A  They refuse to supply the guest with more soap and shampoo.
 B  They agree to bring the guest a basketful of amenities. 
 C  Housekeeping will deliver all the amenities the guest likes.

Task 2 

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.

7. Martina has fewer Italian friends than English friends. 

8. Harry gets annoyed when Martina speaks Italian to her family in front of him.

9. Martina promised Jessie that she would speak English with her friends next time. 

10. Jessie agrees that it was a mistake to argue with Martina.  

11. Jessie would like to be friends with the Italians. 
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Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. The country is washed by … . 

 A  the River Tagus   B  the Atlantic Ocean  C  the Mediterranean Sea

13. Portugal is Europe’s … nation.

 A  youngest    B  newborn    C  most ancient 

14. The towns in Portugal are … .
 A  noisy    B  captured    C  charming 

15. The people in Portugal … .

 A  are indifferent   B  think positively   C  always sing and dance

16. Portugal is the country that … .
 A  sends people to festivals abroad  
 B  organizes a lot of festivals 
 C  cooperates with other countries

TEST 2
Task 1

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. How long has the patient had a cough? 

 A   B   C  

      

2. What health problem does he also have?

 A    B       C   

 

3. How many cigarettes a day does he smoke? 

 A   B     C  

         

4. When did the patient last come in for a physical exam?

 A  Last month     B  Last year     C  Two years ago
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5. Does the patient take up sports? 
 A  Not really    B  Every day    C  Often 

6. During the examination the patient … .
 A has a cold     B feels a  cold touch   C has a fever

Task 2

Listen to the text. For statements (7-11) choose T if the statement is true according to the text, F if 
it is false. Write your answers on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice.

7. James is pleased about his parents’ plan. 
8. Mani knows where James’s parents work. 
9. Mani thinks James may be able to benefit from the situation. 
10. James’s parents have recently offered to buy him a motorbike. 
11. James’s mother believes James is very sensible for his age.   

Task 3 

Listen to the text. For questions (12-16) choose the correct answer (A, B, or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to the text twice. 

12. What is the conversation mostly about?
 A caravanning   B vacations in the mountains  C camping outdoors

13. What is one of the reasons why Fred likes caravanning more than camping?
 A He can watch TV during trips.
 B He doesn’t have to worry about insects.
 C He can bring more stuff.

14. What does Angela’s caravan NOT have?
 A TV    B computer     C shower

15. Where will Angela’s family spend their summer vacations?
 A on the beach   B in the mountains    C in the park

16. What can be inferred from the conversation?
 A Angela has a bigger family than Fred.
 B Fred has a bigger family than Angela.
 C Angela’s and Fred’s families are the same size.

TEST 3
Task 1

Listen to the speakers. For questions (1-6) choose the correct answer (A, B or C). Write your answers 
on the separate answer sheet. You will listen to each recording twice. 

1. The patient wants to make an appointment to the … .

 A   B   C   
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